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Introduction
Northern Gamechangers is a new business awards programme aiming
to celebrate the champions of purpose-driven business in our region.
We are constantly inspired by people proving that business can (and
should) be a force for good and want to share their achievements as
widely as possible.
Unlike most awards before it, the Northern Gamechangers does not have
any defined categories – instead, all finalists excel in a number of
areas.
We sought nominations from a range of sectors and roles, for our
judging panel to select a shortlist and ultimately 10 winners.
There are no specific categories but we expected that nominees would
excel in areas including:
Sustainability
Decarbonisation
Social Mobility
Diversity and Inclusion
Charitable Partnerships

Our judges

Congratulations to our shortlist
Abi Dunn – Sixty Eight People
Abigail Herron – Aviva Investors
Adam Farricker – HideOut Youth Zone Manchester
Adam Pope – Spencer Churchill
Agent Academy
Carl Walker – Go Thrift
Catherine Wilks – Slalom
Chris Roberts – Safe As Houses
Christos Tsaprounis – Autotrader
David MacDonald Cullen – ECO Friendly Packaging
Dr Ruth Brown-Shepherd – FSB West Yorkshire Academia-Industry Network
Duane Cormell – Realm Recruit
Emma Louise-Fusari – Inhouse Health
Fund Her North
Gary Woodhead – CurveBlock
Georgia Fitzgerald – Juice Academy
Grace Dyke – Yellow Jigsaw
Hannah Cox – BetterNotStop
Heard Storytelling
Helen McHugh – TalkTalk
Helen Seagrave – Electricity North West
Holly Holland & Laura Pomfret – Financielle
HOME Team
Husain Bensaud – HBL Associates
Isobelle Panton – University Academy 92
Jason Laing – ProMake
John Eckersley – Castlefield Partners
Katie McIntosh – The Remedy Kitchen
Lauren Rosegreen – Invisible Cities Manchester
Lee Chambers – Essentialise Workplace Wellbeing
Liam Starkey – The Inclusive Hub
Lindsay Hymas – Slalom
Manchester PA Network
Max Whiteley – Accounts & Legal
Rebecca Hartley – Saving Grace Events
ReCon^2
Simon Mellin – The Modern Milkman
Sophie Walker – Dsposal
The Royal Exchange Theatre
Tiffany Thorn – BiVictriX Therapeutics

With thanks to our sponsors
Manchester, the greatest city in the world. 500 square miles filled with passionate people who call it
home. Mancunians, Mancs, Northern Monkeys – you’ve heard it all, r kid. And so have we, because The
Manc is a local news publisher for Mancunians, by Mancunians.
We are every single one of you, and because of that, we wear our heart on our sleeve. As an audiencefirst social media publisher focused on everything Greater Manchester, we’ve managed to build a loyal
social following of over one and a half million of you. Our aim? To make sure you’re in the know,
entertained and educated on what’s happened, or what’s happening, in our great city.
We tell it how it is and pull no punches, because that’s the Mancunian way, and no matter what we
distribute across our platforms, we expect the same from you. Community is everything, and we want to
provide you with a place to speak your mind and be passionate about the place that you, and we, call
home.

North Highland makes change happen, helping businesses transform by placing people at the heart
of every decision. It’s how lasting progress is made. With our blend of workforce, customer, and
operational expertise, we’re recognized as the world’s leading transformation consultancy. We
break new ground today, so tomorrow is easier to navigate.
Founded in 1992, North Highland is regularly named one of the best places to work. We are a proud
member of Cordence Worldwide, a global network of truly connected consultancy firms with the
ability to think and deliver together.
This means North Highland has more than 3,500 experts in 50+ offices around the globe on hand to
partner with you, including our latest opening in the heart of St Peters Square Manchester.

Appleyard Lees is a leading intellectual property law firm with over sixty patent and trademark attorneys
and litigators. Who we are and what we do – but also, how we do it – makes us distinctive. We help our
clients protect and monetise their intellectual property, and manage post-grant challenges, should they
arise.
We offer broad sector and industry knowledge, plus the ability to adapt our services to specific client
requirements, in an agile way. With offices in UK innovation hotspots, we are positioned to give clients
expert strategic IP advice in the UK and worldwide.

With thanks to our sponsors

Rachel once got sacked from Coronation Street (as part of the storyline) during her early acting
career. Today, still a proud Mancunian, she enables others, including Unilever, Facebook and Oxfam to
deliver an outstanding performance through leadership coaching and communications.
A career in corporate communications and reputation led her to get curious about what it takes to have
influence and impact. The answer? Exceptional human connection and communication. As an
accredited executive coach, associate board member of the International Coaching Federation and a
graduate of the Centre For Right Relationships, Rachel focuses on the leadership of ‘being’ rather
than the leadership of ‘doing’.
She founded The Natural Leader in 2021 to bring a breath of fresh air to an outdated and stagnant
leadership market which still offers learning from text books and theories. To her, leadership is as
unique as your fingerprint. The Natural Leader partners with game-changers, particularly those who
seek to deliver sustainable change and link personal leadership with global responsibility.

Manchester Central is one of the UK’s largest and most versatile event venues. Situated in the heart
of Manchester and intrinsic to the region’s business community, the venue attracts over half a million
visitors to the city each year, bringing approximately £150m into the local economy (Greater
Manchester) in an average year.
With over 23,000m² of space and a capacity of over 10,000, Manchester Central hosts a unique array
of events from intimate small business meetings to high-profile, large-scale conferences, sporting
competitions, public exhibitions, political party conferences and large-scale international trade shows.

Media Cubs is a social enterprise that believes every child should have the confidence to broadcast
their views and shape the news. They work with brands to produce family-friendly content, putting
children and young people in the director's seat.

With thanks to our PR partner
The PHA Group is a PR and Digital agency that creates real impact. Its consumer, corporate, reputation
and digital specialists deliver transformational results for clients, including household brands,
international corporations, ambitious start-ups, and individuals with a story to tell.
Founded in 2005 by ex-national newspaper editor Phil Hall, its unparalleled network integrates toplevel media and influencer contacts with strategic, creative, digital, and social insight, as well as global
connections, to create a truly bespoke service. The agency’s Manchester offering, PHA North, is ideally
located in the heart of the city – integrating the most relevant expertise and local market knowledge to
drive results

Tonight's charity partner

Established in 2018, we are an independent charity steered by a board of skilled trustees and run by
a small, dynamic team.
We're proud to have the support of our Patron, Andy Burnham, and quite honestly, we're blown away by
the good people of Greater Manchester who make this possible... although we wouldn't expect anything
less!
Nobody in our city region should be without a safe, secure place to call home. Yet in this complex and
unjust climate, there are many for whom this is simply out of reach. It isn't right. Not anywhere, but
certainly not here.
We believe in the power of collaborative action and so we're working hard to bring businesses, people
and communities together.
Greater Manchester is our home and we're immensely proud of these roots and this place. Here, we
look after each other. Here, we lead the way to inspire others. Here, we have the collective capacity to
achieve real change.

Our awards

Amy Coney is a Manchester based visual artist and illustrator, her exciting portfolio spans from
transformative large scale indoor and outdoor murals, photorealistic oil paintings, to immersive design,
including giant bee sculptures and fridges for Red Bull.
Working closely with companies and brands, to charities and individuals, her own practice focuses
more on figurative painting and portraiture, drawing inspiration from people and nature. Amy
undertakes a huge variety of public and private commissions, primarily painting projects.
Featuring on BBC's Home Is Where The Art is in 2019 with Nick Knowles, Amy's other works have
included Manchester’s Bee In The City trail; raising £22k for the We Love Manchester Charity with her
bee, sponsored by SJM and signed by multiple artists including The Rolling Stones, the Gallagher
Brothers, Taylor Swift and Ed Sheeran.
Amy continues to focus on murals and large scale paintings, working with a number of brands and local
businesses.
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